
 
 
Triad Technology Partners, LLC named #1 IBM Maximo Reseller for North America in 2011 
 
BETHESDA, MD -- March 14, 2012: Triad Technology Partners, LLC announced today that IBM named 
Triad Technology Partners as the #1 IBM Maximo Reseller for North America in 2011. Triad Technology 
Partners prides itself on its enterprise asset management implementation expertise and its excellent 
customer service. This is the second year in a row that Triad Technology Partners has been named the 
#1 IBM Maximo Reseller for North America. 
 
IBM Maximo Asset Management software unifies asset life cycle tracking and maintenance management 
on a single platform. The software system provides government agencies and other organizations insight 
into their enterprise assets, their conditions and work processes, for better planning, control, and 
utilization. 
 
Triad Technology Partners works closely with IBM to market and implement the IBM Maximo Asset 
Management solution into the U.S. government market.  
 
"Triad's revenue results aren't surprising given their long tenure and domain expertise in the Maximo 
Public Sector space. With their recent expansion and focus to the commercial sector, we look forward to 
expanding the IBM relationship to what's been nothing except a very successful partnership" said Matt 
Simmons of IBM 
 
The Triad Professional Services has a team of skilled asset management consultants with years of 
experience implementing IBM Maximo as well as other CMMS systems. Our talented senior consulting 
team has successfully implemented Maximo in both the public and private sector, across multiple 
industries. Additionally, the company offers a number of complementary software solutions specifically 
chosen to increase the effectiveness of each Maximo implementation.   
 
About Triad Technology Partners  
 
Triad Technology Partners is a privately-held, woman-owned small business with extensive experience 
selling enterprise technology into the public sector. The IBM Maximo solution is available on Triad 
Technology Partners GSA Schedule # GS-35F-0298W. Additional areas of concentration for Triad 
Technology Partners include IT Service Management, Mobility, and Data Center Operations. For more 
information about Triad Technology Partners’ innovative government technology solutions, please visit 
www.triadtechpartners.com or call 301-541-8324. 


